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Abstract 
NODES “New tOols for Design and OpEration of Urban Transport InterchangeS” is a collaborative project co-funded by the 
Seventh Framework Programme focused on building and testing a Toolbox to support European cities in the design and operation 
of new or upgraded urban transport interchanges. NODES thereby provides greater support, services and satisfaction to travellers 
and users, to interchange operators as well as those societal and economic actors depending on the efficiency of the interchange. 
NODES provides a helping hand for European cities striving for inclusive, multimodal and sustainable urban transport. NODES is 
able to supply solutions and methods for Local Authorities, Public Transport operators as well as interchange promoters to better 
and more effectively plan, design and manage multimodal transport interchanges in European cities and beyond. NODES uses an 
integrated approach balancing and integrating land use and transport planning, interchange design, intermodality and Information 
Communication Technologies (ICT), interchange management and business models, energy and environment issues. 
The developed Toolbox is a catalogue of integrated planning, design and management tools for new or upgraded efficient urban 
interchange enabling every interchange promoter to create a more efficient, effective and inclusive urban transport system, bringing 
together all elements of a clean, energy-efficient, safe and intelligent transport. The Toolbox consists in a set of tools including 
technical, organizational, legislative, financial, energy and environment tools. NODES successfully developed and tested tools and 
integrated methodologies based on the most innovative technique, methods, models, software and regulations aimed at boosting 
performance of urban transport interchange in the different lifecycle stages such as newly build, refurbishment, governance and 
management changes, etc. 
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NODES has assessed the effects of the Toolbox in the areas of land use planning, transport, society, economy, energy and 
environment. Nine different European cities have successfully tested the tools and integrated methodologies included in the 
Toolbox covering different situations, transport patterns and local peculiarities. These cities are: Toulouse (France), Reading (UK), 
Budapest (Hungary), Rotterdam (Netherlands), Rouen (France), Rome (Italy), Thessaloniki (Greece), Osnabrück (Germany), 
Birmingham (UK). Despite of significant differences among the above cities and relevant interchanges involved in the 
demonstrationś activities (e.g. small city interchange, central interchange in large city, etc.), all the involved sites achieved tangible 
results and benefits from the Toolbox’s implementation, enabling to transfer results in other cities beyond the project.  
The main benefits can be measured in terms of increasing multimodal integration and integrated information provision, reducing 
time of transfer among different modes, enhancing liveability and experience from travellers’ prospective, safety and security, 
enhancing energy efficiency, etc. The achieved results are the basis for a future further exploitation of the Toolbox towards a more 
technological and modelling-oriented solution based on multi-criteria, object oriented and agent-based approaches, enabling to 
deliver most effective and efficient combination of integrated tools and techniques, through an incremental and modular approach.  
© 2016The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.. 
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1. Introduction 
NODES “New tOols for Design and OpEration of Urban Transport InterchangeS” is a collaborative project co-
-funded by the Seventh Framework Programme focused on building and testing a Toolbox to support European cities 
in the design and operation of new or upgraded urban transport interchanges. The overall objective is to build 
a Toolbox in order to support European cities in the design and operation of newly build or refurbished interchanges, 
as a way to provide greater support, services and satisfaction to the travellers and users as well as to interchange 
operators, and those societal and economic actors depending on the efficiency of interchange operations. 
The NODES topics, covering the key functions of an urban transport interchange, are as follows: 
x Topic 1: Integrated land use and planning 
x Topic 2: Design 
x Topic 3: Intermodality and ICT 
x Topic 4: Management and business models 
x Topic 5: Energy and environment 
The NODES state-of-the-art, NODES project (2013), identified leading strategies, design approaches, operations 
and models developed in the framework of several research projects, local and regional policy frameworks and 
established best practices.  
User needs and system requirements were defined. Key performance indicators were set and integrated into the 
NODES toolbox. The NODES tools and methodologies were tested and validated in ten NODES reference sites.  
The NODES User Group, consisting of external experts from public administrations, operators and end users 
organizations, provided feedback on the project developments and results. 
2. Main needs and challenges for urban transport interchange  
Urban transport interchange is considered as the driver of urban development in the city. Larger interchanges can 
be seen as cities within cities, combining multiple functions. The users (travellers) need interchanges to be easy to 
use, accessible and comfortable. The interchange experience adds to the quality of daily living.  
Main needs and requirements from the interchange stakeholders’ prospective are as follows: 
x integrated planning,  
x ease of access and transfer,  
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x reduced transfer time and distances,  
x information provision and completeness,  
x comfort and liveability,  
x safety and security (inside and around interchange),  
x cost efficiency,  
x economic viability and profitability,  
x environmental efficiency, 
x energy saving. 
Planning and design of interchanges should enable to reach continuity between the surrounding area (interchange 
zone) and the interchange. Accessibility to interchange by means of smooth transfers from one mode to another 
determines the attractiveness and enables high accessibility for all users.  
Enhancing accessibility of an interchange (including interchange zone) should cover a range of different aspects of 
planning and design activities. Effective access to the interchange’s transport services and facilities, allowing easy 
and fast movements within the interchange as well as the surrounding area, should be properly addressed through 
careful planning and design of the local built environment recognising the user needs and requirements.  
The interchange should be located and build in an urban area into which the transport interchange has to be 
functionally and aesthetically integrated, City of Osnabrück (2010). The interchange should be effectively connected 
with the transport network and infrastructures around the station (functional integration) as well as its building and 
aesthetic should be integrated with the architecture of the surrounding urban area (aesthetic and urbanistic integration), 
Réseau ASTUCE (2014). Transport interchanges should be located in strategic positions within the city. It is important 
to locate the interchange in an attractive urban environment for users as well as conveniently integrated functionally 
and aesthetically in the urban environment.  
Enhancing urban and mobility integration of interchanges (including interchange zone) should be properly 
addressed during the planning, design, (re-)design as well as construction of a transport interchange. Enhancing 
mobility integration of interchange should mean its effective connection with the arterial road network, feeder modes 
(e.g. buses, private vehicles, cycling, etc.) as well as the interchange’s main public transport modes (e.g. commuter 
rail, metro, light rail, buses, etc.). For the interchange design prospective, it is very important to design a station able 
to reach short transfers between the different transport modes, both in terms of time, distances and effort. 
Multi-level design can help to keep the interchange compact, allowing to reach higher comfort and speed of 
passenger flows. It might has negative impact on the “effort” taking much more effort to walk up stairs, for less mobile 
people elevators and escalators are required, Van Hagen Mark (2011). An effective design of interchanges should also 
include needs and requirements of specific categories of users such as persons with reduced mobility, cyclists, 
impaired persons, etc. 
High-level performance interchanges should properly cover a wide range of aspects, including design, furniture, 
vertical communication between floors and measures for the visually impaired, etc. 
The design of open spaces, comfortable and sufficiently large size areas for waiting as well as the environmental 
quality management of the interchange – through proper ventilation, lighting, temperature and noise control – are 
important in reaching users' overall satisfaction. Increasing safety and security conditions also represents one of the 
main needs because every transport interchange faces a certain level of risk associated with various threats which 
might be the results of natural events, crime, accidents, system’s failures, etc.  
For the intermodal operations and information provision, smart (e.g. smartcards, mobile applications, etc.), 
integrated ticketing, integrated as well as up-to-date/real-time information (covering all transport modes feeding 
interchange) are considered relevant key aspects.  
Provision of both pre-trip information (e.g. information in advance for planning the optimal trip, find alternatives, 
make choices, etc.) and on-trip information (e.g. actual information, real-time, customer-related, etc.) as well as 
individual and collective information should allow to increase intermodal journeys properly using available transport 
modes Yellow design Foundation (2012). Transport interchanges should guarantee an effective intermodality to 
minimise distance and time taken between the different transport modes through integration of transport modes, 
information, signalling and ticketing integration. Interchange users should receive clear, intuitive, easy and integrated 
information/signalling. 
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Interchanges need a specific management structure and strategy, both for larger and smaller stations. Management 
and ownership of interchange need to be distinguished and managed separately.  
Increasing economic viability and costs efficiency for interchange management is a key aspect.  
In order to enhance economic viability of transport interchange management, the interchange manager/promoter 
should identify and set-up new and additional business opportunities, also offering complementary services (e.g. 
information points, commercial areas, business areas, etc.). The interchange manager/promoter should also address 
the question of how their interchange might stimulate the local economy, for example using local service providers or 
proposing new business opportunities in the interchange as well as in the surrounding area. Building a new interchange 
in cities can be an incentive for the local economy. It can enhance the profitability of businesses (e.g. retailers) 
concentrated around the interchange. 
The environmental footprint of interchanges is a key issue for environmental efficiency of interchange operations 
and local energy production for energy efficient operations. Increasing environmental and energy efficiency during 
the interchange lifecycle is a key objective of each interchange manager/promoter. Given that many interchanges are 
situated below ground level and can be used by modes of transport that emit harmful gases and increase ambient 
temperature, specific attention should be paid to the monitoring of environmental conditions in the interchange zone.  
3. NODES Toolbox: integrated planning, design and management tools 
The NODES toolbox is a catalogue of integrated planning, design and management tools to support European cities 
in the design and operation of new or upgraded interchanges, as a way to provide greater support, services and 
satisfaction to travellers and users as well as to interchange operators. 
The NODES Toolbox includes a set of tools, based on the most advanced practices in the urban, suburban and 
non-urban but also related transport sectors, such as high-speed rail industry. It also adopts innovations and good 
practice tools of the non-transport sectors, such as urban planning, design and management of commercial centres.  
It allows having an informed decision making, enabling an integrated and balanced realisation process from the 
initial planning phase of an interchange, up to the actual management of the station, surrounding area, environmental 
management and information provision to the traveller and citizens in the catchments area. 
The nature of the tools included in the NODES Toolbox are as follows: 
x Legislative/Regulatory, 
x Societal/Cultural, 
x Economic/Financial, 
x Organizational, 
x Energy and Environment, 
x Technical, 
x Methodological, 
x New materials. 
 
Fig. 1. The NODES Toolbox and tools. 
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The NODES Toolbox is a true EU reference for interchange design, allowing every interchange stakeholder, to use 
the tools developed, to identify good practices elsewhere, and to understand the performance of others. 
The NODES tools aims at reaching a more efficient, effective and inclusive urban transport system. 
In order to allow the Toolbox user to find the tool(s) that are best suited for his interchange(s) two functionalities 
have been added to the toolbox.  
Firstly, there is a free search function. This allows finding the relevant tools based on any keyword chosen by the 
toolbox users. In case the Toolbox user has no specific search, user can because of the selection of a number of 
scenarios, as to say combination of characteristics of the interchange, life cycles stage and/or objectives filter and 
access the tools that could be of specific interest for their interchange, Stephen Wise (2014).  
The following characteristics are integrated in the toolbox: 
x interchange type, 
x life cycle stage of the interchange, 
x pursued performance objective. 
In addition, it is possible to select the tools that are specifically of interest for a specific type of interchange 
stakeholder. Finally, a selection can also be made based on the type of tool the toolbox user is searching for.  
The Toolbox has integrated a selection criteria based on the developed NODES typology. This typology classified 
the European interchanges according to their main characteristics (i.e. location, network, available modes, and 
infrastructure). In order to come to a workable number of classifications in total 6 different types were developed.   
 
 
Fig. 2. The NODES Interchange types. 
In total 83 tools have been integrated in the NODES Toolbox as indicated in the below table. 
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Table 1. List of the tools included in the NODES Toolbox. 
Tools 
x Security and safety management at interchanges though users’ 
feedback 
x Operation Control Centre (OCC) 
x Intermodal Transport Control System (ITCS) 
x Multimodal journey planner 
x Visio-interpretation in sign language for PRM information at 
interchanges 
x Audio-description of the intermodal node for PRM guidance 
x Passenger information service to interchange users 
x Smart Ticketing System 
x Transport integrated fares 
x Static/dynamic multimodal map of an interchange 
x Potential interchange performance improvement 
x Integrated ticket assessment form for interchange stakeholder 
x Signage at interchanges adapted to communication-impaired 
people, non-native and illiterate individual 
x Assessment tool – Secure Interchanges Scheme: design and 
management audit for interchange managers 
x Crowdsourcing for improved public transport information and 
mobility behaviour 
x Place the customer first (Pyramid of customer needs) 
x Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) and interchanges 
x Quality plan for taxi services 
x Business case for public transport operators 
x Public investment banks 
x National station improvement funds 
x Quality partnership scheme 
x Cooperation between stakeholders 
x Business case for park & ride facilities 
x Safety and control strategy 
x Parking Space Levy/Workplace Parking Levy 
x Sustainable Building (SB) 
x eQUEST – Building Energy Use Analysis Tool 
x IT-toolkit for energy efficient retrofit 
x CEEQUAL (Civil Engineering, Environmental Quality 
Assessment and Award Scheme) 
x Measuring air quality 
x RETScreen Software Suite – Renewable Energy and Energy 
Efficient Technologies Tool 
x Micro-simulation 
x Transport tickets 
x Strategic evaluation of scenarios (site and connections) for a new 
interchange development. 
x Land use-transport integration diagnosis and identification of 
priority areas. 
x Urban environment for Transport (Indicators-based list) 
x Environmental noise control 
x ESD (Ecologically Sustainable Development) design guide for 
office and public buildings 
x Naming rights  
x Stakeholder consultation 
x City appropriation. Interchange for citizens. Focus group. 
x Meso-simulation 
x Macro-simulation: transport models 
x Urban integration (Space Syntax models at Macro-meso-micro) 
x Franchising of advertising space 
x Design and planning of pedestrian environment and public realm 
x Project planning and coordination 
x Assessment/survey and analysis 
x Spatial Configuration and Analysis 
x Consultation process of PRM for interchanges’ accessibility 
assessment 
x Urban Space for Interchange – Assessment 
x BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Method) 
x Waste management plan 
x Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) 
x Building Management System 
x Location Value Capture 
x Property development around interchanges 
x Transport tickets one stop shop at interchanges 
x Technical Specification of Interoperability-PRM standard 
x Accessibility Master Plan -Guidelines for accessible interchanges 
to all users 
x Mobile application for users’ guidance at interchanges 
x Sustainable design 
x Design and planning of pedestrian information and navigation 
x NODES Interchange Typology Diagrammatic Representation 
x Models for the interplay with surrounding urban space (Visual 
Graphic Analysis) 
x Concession for the use of space at interchanges 
x Public-Private Partnerships 
x Property and economic analysis 
x EU funds for interchanges 
x Exploitation of commercial services 
x SUSSTATION Assessment Tool 
x Customer Charter for seamless travel at interchanges 
x Design and planning of security 
x Trip generation assessment and analysis 
x Station Experience Monitor 
x Guidance for the planning/design of layout, accessibility, facilities 
and built form 
x Specialised subsidiary bodies of railway companies 
x Business case for the integration of bike and car sharing service 
x Corporations and joint ventures 
x Mobility boutiques/agencies 
x Sustainability Life Cycle Assessment (SLCA) 
x Public Finance Model  
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4. NODES Toolbox testing and evaluation 
The tools were tested and demonstrated at nine (9) Reference Sites where in total sixteen (16) interchanges are 
being refurbished, newly built or upgraded.  
The sites interchanges cover a wide spectrum of interchange types: 
x intermodal areas in large cities and tertiary (IA) – Rome, Thessaloniki, Osnabrück; 
x second level interchanges in very large city/wider catchment area (SL) – Toulouse, Budapest, Thessaloniki;  
x central interchanges in large city/wider catchment area (LS) – Reading, Netherlands, Rouen; 
x central interchanges in very large city/wider catchment area (LD) – Toulouse, Netherlands, Birmingham. 
In the meantime, the reference sites cover a wide spectrum of interchange improvement as follows:  
x newly build interchange (Thessaloniki),  
x large restructuring of the interchange infrastructure (Reading, Netherlands),  
x interchange refurbishment (Toulouse, Budapest, Birmingham),  
x new organisational structures/management and services changes (Toulouse, Rome, Osnabrück),  
x no changes foreseen (Toulouse, Rouen, Thessaloniki). 
The assignment to the sixteen (16) reference site interchanges is illustrated in the figure below. 
  
 
Fig. 3. Allocation NODES Topics, Interchange Type and Improvement Codes to the Reference Site Interchange. 
The aforementioned coverage of wide spectrum of both interchange types and improvement enables to reach 
a potential high level of results transferability in other interchange in Europe and beyond based on different urban 
settlements, regulatory frameworks, transport patterns, modal split, business models as well as interchanges’ lifecycle. 
Eight strategic evaluation objectives were defined during the evaluation planning phase, properly reflecting the 
different evaluation areas as follows: 
x enhance accessibility and integration (evaluation area: Land use) 
x enhance intermodality (evaluation area: Transport) 
x enhance liveability (evaluation area: Society) 
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x increase safety and security conditions (evaluation area: Society) 
x increase economic viability and costs efficiency (evaluation area: Economy) 
x stimulate local economy (evaluation area: Economy) 
x increase environmental efficiency (evaluation area: Energy and Environment) 
x increase energy efficiency (evaluation area: Energy and Environment) 
Main lessons learned during the implementation of the NODES Toolbox in the sixteen (16) reference site’s 
interchanges from the impact evaluation viewpoint was to assess to what extent the application of the selected tools 
has enabled to improve the interchanges performance on these objectives.  
The main sequential steps of the impact evaluation are provided in the figure below. 
 
 
Fig. 4. NODES Evaluation Framework (Impact Evaluation). 
Key findings and results achieved at the reference sites based on the implementation of the NODES tools and 
methodologies. These findings reflect the evaluation strategic objectives as well.  
An Interchange Master Plan, for instance, enables the operator of an interchange to avoid conflicts between various 
functions and services and to improve the interchange management in an overall context. A good opportunity to 
enhance intermodality is to improve the availability of P+R and bike parking spaces, bike storages as well as bike 
rental facilities (Reading). Another important aspect is the introduction of real-time transfer information (providing 
information about regular services and operational disruptions by website, mobile applications, etc.) by keeping PRMs 
(people with reduced mobility) and their special needs into account (Budapest, Rouen and Rome). This requires 
a strong cooperation between the different stakeholder/operators of the existing information systems to interface the 
various databases and technologies (Rouen). Different approaches are possible to enhance the liveability of 
interchanges for users for their mobility. Successful applications are to improve the waiting conditions (e.g. 
atmospheric elements, weather protection, etc.) and to extend the offered services for intermodal transfer conditions 
(e.g. P+R, taxi, e-car/bike sharing) and urban perception of the interchange (Budapest, Thessalonik, Osnabrück).  
The economic efficiency of an interchange can be enhanced by introducing an overall economic model which 
considers activities like advertising spaces, commercial leases, human presence and non-market services (Toulouse) 
or extension for retail and entertainment facilities (Thessaloniki).  
Whilst rebuilding an interchange a waste management plan should be set-up to minimize the overall effects on the 
surrounding (e.g. people, buildings, etc.) and reduce the costs borne by such a project (Reading). Furthermore, energy 
efficiency can be enhanced by using renewable energy production means (e.g. solar panels, etc.) which lead to 
a reduced environmental impact through the energy production by means of primary energy sources (Rotterdam). 
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Fig. 5. Rebuild Reading Station North side (UK). 
 
 
Fig. 6. Re-development of Rotterdam Central station (Netherlands). 
5. Final recommendations and conclusions  
The NODES Toolbox enables to support decision-making, allowing an integrated and balanced realization process 
from the initial planning phase of a transport interchange, up to its operation and management.  
The tools testing and impact evaluation activities implemented in the NODES project enabled to identify successful 
tools and innovative strategies for planning and implementing efficient and sustainable transport interchanges in 
Europe and beyond. The overall results achieved in the different reference sites enable to provide criteria for their 
transferability and key lessons learned. Effective planning, design and operation of urban transport interchanges needs 
interdisciplinary and integrated approaches, covering land use planning, transport planning, transport facilities design, 
ICT, public-private partnerships and business cases, safety and security as well as energy and environment aspects.  
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The NODES Toolbox was successful tested in different sites characterized by different local constraints, transport 
patterns, regulatory framework, different interchanges’ lifecycle, etc.  
The NODES Toolbox definitively contains a wide variety of tools:  
x tools for strategic decision-makers enabling a complete diagnosis and identification of priority areas for 
performance-oriented interchanges (e.g. Tool to evaluate strategic scenarios for a new interchange, Typology 
visual tool, Urban environment indicators toolkit, etc.),  
x mobility simulation tools (e.g. Urban integration – Space syntax, Mobility micro simulation, etc.),  
x tools addressed to info-mobility aspects enabling to enhance intermodality and liveability at urban transport 
interchanges (e.g. Multimodal journey planner, Static/dynamic multimodal map, Way-finding guidelines, 
Passenger information for hearing impaired, Signage at interchanges adapted to communication impaired 
people), 
x tools for increasing safety and security conditions (e.g. Secure stations scheme, design and management audit, 
etc.), 
x tools for increasing economic viability and costs efficiency of interchanges (e.g. PPP, Location Value Capture, 
Corporations and joint ventures, Exploitation of commercial services, etc.), 
x tools for energy and environmental efficiency (e.g. Environmentally Sustainable building Design guide, etc.). 
Most common barriers can be solved using the NODES Toolbox which can support cooperation and interaction 
among different organisations, constructive stakeholders consultation and agreements, effective involvement of 
competent organizations and authorities, sustainable development vision and planning based on relevant diagnosis 
and simulations, reducing costs and dedicated public funds to develop and maintain urban transport interchanges, 
exploring innovative partnerships, potential investors as well as market-oriented business models, reinforcing 
customer satisfaction’s prospective during the design and operation of urban transport interchanges, better providing 
real-time and multimodal passenger information as essential element of seamless transport interchanges. 
The results achieved in the NODES project in the different reference sites can be definitively considered as the 
showcase proving the effectiveness and benefits of using the Toolbox based on integrated approaches for planning 
and implementation sustainable urban transport interchanges.  
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